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A vibrant national debate is occurring as to what role, if any, pretrial risk assessment tools can or should play in bail reform. This critical issue brief is intended to inform this ongoing debate by describing pretrial risk assessment tools and what they are designed to do. This primer is not intended to guide the selection, validation, or implementation of a specific pretrial risk assessment tool; resources to support these decisions are available elsewhere. Instead, our goal is to provide foundational knowledge about pretrial risk assessment tools to contextualize and support further discussion regarding the use and evaluation of these tools in practice.

RISK AND REFORM IN PRETRIAL JURISPRUDENCE

In the past several years, every state has enacted legal reforms governing pretrial release and detention. These reform efforts reflect widespread recognition that jails in much of the country are overused, and that many people who could succeed in the community on pretrial release are incarcerated due to their inability to post even modest financial bonds. “The overarching reform vision is to shift from the ‘resource-based’ system of money bail to a ‘risk-based’ system, in which pretrial interventions are tied to risk rather than wealth.” Accordingly, jurisdictions across the United States are exploring alternatives to money bail that center on the likelihood that a defendant will appear in court without a new arrest, rather than on a defendant’s ability to pay bail. One strategy involves the implementation of pretrial risk assessment tools — empirically based tools that aim to estimate the likelihood of appearance in court with no new arrest, thereby providing information that can support objective and transparent decision-making.

In this context, the results of pretrial risk assessment tools may enhance the fair administration of justice if the information they produce leads to more equitable and less carceral decisions. Specifically, pretrial risk assessment tools could provide some objective, empirical evidence to inform decisions to release defendants who pose low risk of failure to appear and threat to public safety with minimal or no conditions; to release other defendants with conditions and strategies to maximize the likelihood they will appear at future court dates and avoid rearrest (e.g., community supervision, electronic monitoring); and to consider detention only for those defendants whose risk of failure to appear and threat to public safety cannot be managed in the community. However, the results of pretrial risk assessment tools should never result in detention without a due process hearing with a higher burden of proof on the state to show that there are no conditions that would reasonably assure appearance in court with no new arrest.

Pretrial risk assessment tools are designed to inform not replace the exercise of judicial decision-making and discretion. The results produced by pretrial risk assessment tools should be considered transparently and on the record within a range of pretrial release guidelines. At a detention hearing, judges also should consider other relevant information, including the nature and circumstances of the offense(s) charged, the weight of the evidence, factors required by state statute that are not captured in the risk assessment, and input from prosecutors and defense attorneys. Thus, pretrial risk assessment tools provide group-based information that may support pretrial decisions, while still allowing for judicial discretion that accounts for the facts and circumstances of an individual case.

RISK ASSESSMENT DEFINED

Risk assessment can be defined as the process through which risk factors and protective factors are used to estimate the likelihood that an outcome will occur. In the context of pretrial risk assessment, the outcome of legal interest is appearance in court with no new arrest during the pretrial period. Inherent in this definition is that there is still uncertainty regarding whether or not the defendant will be successful. Indeed, it is not possible to predict human behavior with 100% certainty. Yet, the Supreme Court does not require that we know the likelihood of success with 100% certainty, and in fact, used “reasonable assurance” in its ruling that detention should be the “carefully limited exception.” To that end, a preponderance of research shows
that the use of a validated risk assessment tool can improve the accuracy with which these likelihoods are estimated, compared to decisions that rely solely on subjective judgment.4

RISK AND PROTECTIVE FACTORS

Items included in pretrial risk assessment tools describe characteristics of the defendant, their social environments, or their circumstances. A review of the myriad of available pretrial risk assessment tools shows that they typically include some combination of the following:

- Defendant age
- Substance use
- Criminal history, including violence and failure to appear
- Active community supervision
- Pending/current charge(s)
- Employment stability
- Education
- Housing/residential stability
- Family/peer relationships
- Community ties

Risk factors are characteristics of a defendant, their environment, or their circumstances that are associated with increased likelihood of failure to appear and/or rearrest, whereas protective factors are characteristics that are associated with decreased likelihood of failure to appear and/or rearrest. Although protective factors are not included in many pretrial risk assessment tools, there is more and more research showing the value they add to the risk assessment process. In particular, studies show that protective factors are not just the absence of a risk factor, but rather that they reduce the likelihood of recidivism among offenders exposed to risk factors.5 In this way, consideration of protective factors can increase the accuracy with which we estimate the likelihood of pretrial outcomes.

ESTIMATING THE LIKELIHOOD OF FAILURE TO APPEAR AND REARREST

The estimated likelihood produced by a pretrial risk assessment tool, known as a risk estimate, will usually be described as a probability or category of risk, such as low, moderate, or high. The risk estimate produced by a pretrial risk assessment tool will typically be based on the defendant’s score in relation to a reference or norming population. That is, the defendant’s score will be compared to the scores of defendants studied during the tool’s development or validation process and their rate of failure to appear and/or rearrest. The process through which information regarding risk and protective factors is used to estimate risk for failure to appear and/or rearrest is an empirical one. Specifically, numeric item ratings are transformed into a score, which in turn represents an estimate of the likelihood of failure to appear and/or rearrest. Most pretrial risk assessment tools produce one score that is used to estimate different pretrial outcomes, while some tools produce separate scores for each pretrial outcome of interest.

The ultimate description of a defendant’s risk as low, moderate, or high in a given jurisdiction is a policy decision, not a scientific one. A pretrial risk assessment tool can describe a defendant’s likelihood of failure to appear and/or rearrest as a function of the rates of those outcomes among other defendants with a score in the same range. However, the pretrial risk assessment tool cannot speak to how these rates of failure to appear and/or rearrest are viewed within a given jurisdiction. Instead, the acceptability and tolerability of those rates should be determined by stakeholders before implementation. For instance, a defendant may receive a score that indicates a 20% likelihood of failure to appear. Stakeholders must decide what this 20% likelihood means for pretrial decision-making in that jurisdiction.

Further, that 20% likelihood reflects the rate of failure to appear in the population of defendants used to develop or “norm” the pretrial risk assessment tool, which may not represent the rate of failure to appear among defendants who receive that score in other jurisdictions. For this reason, a pretrial risk assessment tool, no matter how well
validated in other jurisdictions, should be subjected to local evaluation, ideally in the form of a pilot study, before full-scale implementation. Doing so provides information regarding rates of failure to appear and rearrest for a new crime associated with the different scores in that jurisdiction. It also provides the opportunity to tailor pretrial release guidelines to these jurisdiction-specific failure rates.

**RISK ASSESSMENT APPROACHES AND TOOLS**

**Approaches to Risk Assessment**

There are several different approaches to risk assessment that range from subjective and qualitative to objective and empirical, or some combination thereof. Historically, the process of risk assessment — in the context of pretrial decision-making or otherwise — was qualitative and subjective, often referred to as unstructured professional judgment. That is, the decision maker, such as a judge, would rely on their professional training, their experience, and information gathered from the defendant, official records, or other sources to inform their subjective evaluation of risk for failure to appear and/or rearrest. This approach is “unstructured” insofar as it does not rely on a standardized checklist or protocol, although a decision maker may have a handful of factors they consider or set questions they ask defendants to inform their decisions.

This unstructured professional judgment was the standard of practice in risk assessment through the 1970s. However, on average, unstructured professional judgments of public safety risks have repeatedly been shown to be less accurate than empirically based risk assessment approaches. Why? Human judgment is inherently influenced by personal beliefs. In some cases, these beliefs are accurate and relevant to the decision at hand. In other cases, including in the context of bail decisions, these beliefs can reflect inaccurate stereotypes that contribute to biased and erroneous decisions.

Empirically based approaches, often referred to as structured risk assessment, are the accepted state-of-the-science when it comes to pretrial risk assessment, as well as risk assessment in other public safety domains. Structured risk assessment tools were informed by more than 65 years of rigorous research studying factors that are statistically associated with public safety risks.

There are two overarching approaches to structured risk assessment: (1) actuarial risk assessment, and (2) structured professional judgment. While proponents of each approach have debated their relative merits, research reviews show that they estimate the likelihood of public safety risks with comparable reliability (i.e., consistency between assessors) and predictive validity (i.e., accuracy in forecasting the outcome of interest).

Actuarial risk assessment is the most prominent form of structured risk assessment in pretrial settings. Actuarial risk assessment tools assign numerical values to each risk and protective factor and then weight and combine the item ratings to produce risk scores. The methods through which item ratings are weighted and combined differ, but generally reflect the degree to which the items are related to the outcome of interest and the statistical association between the items in the development sample(s). The estimated likelihood of failure to appear and/or rearrest are then determined as a function of the rate of failure to appear and/or rearrest among defendants in the development sample(s) who received that same risk scores.

Whereas the actuarial risk assessment approach automates the scoring of the assessment, the structured professional judgment approach provides a framework for estimating risk, without removing professional judgment from the assessment process altogether. These tools guide assessors to consider a set list of evidence-based risk and protective factors. Although assessors rate the presence, severity, and/or relevance of the risk and protective factors, the item ratings are not summed to produce a numerical score that represents a likelihood or probability. Instead, assessors consider the item ratings as they relate to an individual’s case and circumstances to inform their final, professional judgment of risk as low, moderate, or high. Widely used in other domains, the structured professional judgment approach is uncommon in pretrial risk assessment.

Structured risk assessment tools were informed by more than 65 years of rigorous research studying factors that are statistically associated with public safety risks.
Finally, some pretrial risk assessment tools use a hybrid approach that combines features of actuarial risk assessment and structured professional judgment, through the inclusion of a *clinical* or *professional override*. These instruments typically use the actuarial risk assessment approach to produce the risk estimate, but they also provide the individual completing the assessment with the opportunity to “override” the actuarial risk estimate; that is, they can assign a higher or lower risk estimate before the results of the pretrial risk assessment are shared with the judicial decision-maker. *This professional override exists within the structure of the risk assessment tool itself and is separate and distinct from the exercise of judicial discretion.*

**Pretrial Risk Assessment Tools**

Recent reviews have identified more than two dozen different pretrial risk assessment tools in various jurisdictions across the United States. These tools differ not only in how they estimate risk, but also in the factors they assess and the source(s) of information necessary to complete the assessment (e.g., self-report, official records). Some tools were developed to assess specific populations, while others were developed for use in specific jurisdictions. Other tools were developed for widespread use across jurisdictions and others, still, were originally developed for a specific jurisdiction, but have since been adapted and/or validated for use in other jurisdictions. Some tools reside in the public domain, while others are proprietary. The proprietary nature of a tool, in turn, can have implications for transparency (or lack thereof) regarding the information and methods used to estimate risk.9

There have been dozens of studies conducted over the past 20 years that show risk assessment instruments can produce estimates of the likelihood of failure to reappear at statistically and significantly more accurate than unstructured professional judgments of risk to public safety. However, the real-world performance of any given pretrial risk assessment tool for any given defendant will be affected by many things, including, among others, the training and experience of the individual completing the risk assessment and the amount and quality of information available to complete the risk assessment. *Even a well-validated risk assessment tool will not produce accurate estimates of risk for failure to appear and/or rearrest if it is not used correctly.*

Finally, pretrial risk assessment tools *estimate* the likelihood of failure to appear and/or rearrest. No matter how good the tool, there will always be cases in which an individual’s level of risk is under (or over) estimated. However, research supports that the use of pretrial risk assessment tools — when implemented with fidelity — can help improve the calibration of pretrial decisions. Specifically, they can help reduce the frequency with which defendants are identified as high risk for failure to appear and threat to public safety when in reality they would have been successful on pretrial release, as well as the frequency with which defendants are identified as low risk, but fail to appear in court and/or are rearrested.

**RESEARCH ON PRETRIAL RISK ASSESSMENT TOOLS**

Research on pretrial risk assessment tools can largely be divided into two distinct tracks: (1) research on the tools’ *predictive validity* and (2) research on the tools’ impact on decision-making. For pretrial risk assessment tools to be considered “valid,” they must be able to estimate the probability of failure to appear and/or pretrial rearrest at statistically significant and politically acceptable rates. But, research demonstrating *predictive validity* does not equate with research demonstrating *implementation success*. Indeed, even a well-validated tool may not produce the intended results of more accurate, decarceral, and racially and ethnically equitable decisions relative to practice as usual for many reasons, including problems with implementation.

Most research to date has focused on predictive validity.10 These studies typically have produced promising results, showing that pretrial risk assessment tools can distinguish between defendants at low, moderate, and high risk of pretrial failure to appear and rearrest. That is, these studies find the lowest rates of failure to appear and rearrest

*Even a well-validated risk assessment tool will not produce accurate estimates of risk for failure to appear and/or rearrest if it is not used correctly.*
among defendants identified as low risk and the highest rates of failure to appear and rearrest among defendants identified as high risk. However, the research methods and statistics used in these studies often fail to meet the standards of practice in the field of risk assessment\textsuperscript{11} and the standards for educational and psychological testing more generally.\textsuperscript{12} Further, there has been no independent evaluation or synthesis of this research, limiting more definitive conclusions regarding the predictive validity of pretrial risk assessment tools overall and with respect to specific tools and pretrial outcomes.

There has been less research conducted on the implementation of pretrial risk assessment tools. As a result, their impact on pretrial decisions and outcomes is unclear. To demonstrate, one statewide evaluation found that rates of pretrial release, especially non-financial pretrial release, increased following implementation of pretrial risk assessment tools. However, these effects eroded over time and the impact on pretrial arrest rates was negligible. Moreover, several years after the implementation of the risk assessment tools in this jurisdiction, the rate of pretrial release was lower prior to implementation.\textsuperscript{13} An evaluation of a different pretrial risk assessment tool in another jurisdiction also showed mixed results, finding lower rates of failure to appear but higher rates of new arrests following implementation.\textsuperscript{14} Impact on release rates was minimal. Yet, evidence is emerging from evaluations of ongoing implementations that show increased rates of pretrial release attributable to the use of pretrial risk assessment tools.

Taken together, the current body of research on pretrial risk assessment tools supports their ability to identify defendants at different rates of failure to appear and pretrial arrest, and leaves open the possibility that they could have a positive impact on pretrial decisions and outcomes. However, there have been relatively few methodologically rigorous investigations of the use of pretrial risk assessment tools in practice. A survey conducted about 10 years ago, for example, showed that nearly half of all jurisdictions using pretrial risk assessment tools had not evaluated the validity of the risk estimates in that jurisdiction;\textsuperscript{15} fewer, still, had evaluated their impact. To the extent that jurisdictions adopt pretrial risk assessment tools, the implementation should be accompanied by an independent evaluation of the relationships between the items, risk estimates, and pretrial outcomes in that jurisdiction, as well as the degree to which the implementation contributes to more equitable and less carceral decisions.

**COMMON OBJECTIONS TO THE USE OF PRETRIAL RISK ASSESSMENT TOOLS**

Some judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and others have objected to the use of pretrial risk assessment tools, challenging their utility, validity, comprehensiveness, and fairness. Below we discuss some of the common objections. Many of these issues are contentious — even among legal and social science scholars — and remain unresolved. A future critical issue brief will address these objections in greater depth.

**Pretrial risk assessment tools will fail to achieve — and may frustrate — the aims of bail reform.**

A national coalition of more than 120 civil rights organizations announced in 2018 that “[w]e believe that jurisdictions should not use risk assessment instruments in pretrial decision-making, and [should] instead move to end secured money bail and decarcerate most accused people pretrial.”\textsuperscript{16} The signatories to this statement argue that pretrial risk assessment tools do not consistently or meaningfully reduce rates of pretrial incarceration or ameliorate racial and ethnic inequities.\textsuperscript{17} These concerns are shared by others: more than 80% of public defender respondents to a recent survey, for example, believed that the pretrial risk assessment tool used in their jurisdiction “contributed to racial and ethnic disparities in the criminal justice system.”\textsuperscript{18} At the same time, advocates contend that pretrial risk assessment may distract from other reforms, such as increasing supportive services that help people succeed on release; narrowing the “net” of charges that make defendants eligible for pretrial detention; or requiring a meaningful adversarial hearing before preventive detention can be imposed.

The extant research evidence neither supports nor refutes these concerns. There have been few studies examining the impact of the use of risk assessment tools on pretrial decision-making. There has been even less methodologically rigorous study of whether the use of a pretrial risk assessment tool will contribute to reductions in racial and ethnic inequities. What research exists generally shows...
Pretrial risk assessment tools are designed to provide evidence that informs pretrial decision-making; they are not intended to make the pretrial decision.

Pretrial risk assessments tools have limited utility in managing risk.

Some have argued that pretrial risk assessment tools offer limited value beyond estimating risk for failure to appear and/or rearrest because they do not explain why the individual received the score that they did nor what can be done to improve likelihood of success. This is true. Pretrial risk assessment tools are limited in the information they can provide regarding the reasons for possible failures to attend court or for being rearrested; it is a combination of factors rather than any given factor that contribute to an individual defendant’s likelihood of success.

Pretrial risk assessment tools are too simplistic.

Pretrial risk assessment tools simply cannot adequately capture all aspects of a defendant’s circumstances and case. They do not purport to do so. Instead, they are intended to capture and summarize the most statistically robust predictors of failure to appear and/or rearrest. They are designed for efficiency of administration, often without a defendant interview, and as a strategy to reduce consideration of factors empirically unrelated to pretrial outcomes. Consequently, they can be used to assess pretrial defendants in a relatively short period (i.e., between booking and arraignment). And, as described earlier, many pretrial risk assessment tools incorporate an explicit process through which the assessor can override the mathematically produced risk estimate through consideration of a defendant’s individual circumstances and case.

Any conditions of pretrial release should only be imposed to increase the likelihood a defendant will appear in court with no new arrest. For instance, research shows that court reminders and pretrial supervision, for some, can increase rates of court appearance for some categories of defendants. While some pretrial risk assessment tools may include treatment-relevant information, this information should not be used to impose conditions during the pretrial period for purposes other than risk management.

Pretrial risk assessment tools are not intended to inform case management and treatment per se, but rather to estimate the likelihood of failure to appear and/or rearrest if a defendant is released to the community without conditions. Any conditions of pretrial release should only be imposed to increase the likelihood a defendant will appear in court with no new arrest.

Any conditions of pretrial release should only be imposed to increase the likelihood a defendant will appear in court with no new arrest.
Pretrial risk assessment tools are not valid in my jurisdiction.
A common refrain is that pretrial risk assessment tools may work in some jurisdictions but will not work in others. A related concern is that the validity of pretrial risk assessment tools may change over time. These concerns speak to two overarching issues discussed elsewhere in this brief. First, the implementation of a pretrial risk assessment tool should be accompanied by an evaluation of predictive validity and impact of the tool on pretrial decision-making and outcomes in that jurisdiction. While research demonstrates that the factors that predict criminal behavior are typically fairly stable across time and jurisdiction, there nonetheless may be factors that are jurisdiction-specific or whose relevance to failure to appear and/or rearrest change over time. Second, the key to ensuring the utility of a given pretrial risk assessment tool in a given jurisdiction is to tailor risk estimates and pretrial decision-making policies to jurisdiction-specific failure rates over relatively recent timeframes.

COMMON PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTING PRETRIAL RISK ASSESSMENT TOOLS
The successful implementation of pretrial risk assessment tools into front-end decision-making processes is not without its challenges. Although individual jurisdictions may encounter unique challenges, below we summarize and discuss some of the common problems in implementing pretrial risk assessment tools.

Pretrial risk assessment tools are time-intensive and costly to implement.
The simple truth is that it can be time-intensive and costly to implement a pretrial risk assessment tool. Implementation requires staff time and training, not only for those who will be administering the tool, but also for those other stakeholders who will receive their results, including judges and magistrates, defense attorneys, and prosecutors. Efforts to adapt and validate a pretrial risk assessment tool for a specific jurisdiction also take time and resources. And, validation efforts and ongoing monitoring of pretrial outcomes require jail and court data systems to interface, often necessitating a minimum level of shared technological infrastructure. Implementation also may require dedicated staff to administer the tool, technology to score and track results, and processes to ensure the communication of results to decision makers.

Post-implementation, in contrast, the ongoing use of a pretrial risk assessment tool is more about repurposing existing resources than creating new resources. Many pretrial risk assessment tools are free and very short, taking only minutes to complete. Further, if implementation of a pretrial risk assessment tool results in less carceral pretrial decision-making, then implementation costs could be offset by reductions in pretrial incarceration, contributing to cost savings over time.

Pretrial risk assessment tools require stakeholder buy-in.
Successful adoption of any new practice requires stakeholder buy-in; implementation of pretrial risk assessment tools is no exception. Collaboration between court administration, pretrial services, judges, and other stakeholders is essential to ensuring that risk assessment information is used to inform pretrial decision-making consistently. There is critical work that must be completed before implementing a pretrial risk assessment tool, including education and consultation. Best practice is that judges and other stakeholders are educated regarding the research on pretrial risk assessment tools, as well as the role of risk assessment tools in supporting (not replacing) judicial discretion. Judges and other stakeholders also should be engaged in the process of selecting a pretrial risk assessment tool, as well as the development of local policies and guidelines for its use, including the “risk tolerance” of the community and the response to different levels of risk presented by defendants (e.g., conditions of supervision).

There is a lack of resources in the community to address defendants’ needs.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of resources in communities across the United States to address the systemic inequities, as well as the individual risks and needs, that lead to — and result from — criminal justice contact. This reality will exist regardless of whether or not a pretrial risk assessment tool has been used. But, the implementation of a pretrial risk assessment tool may help clarify where there are unmet needs by providing individual- and population-level information, for example, the percentage of defendants...
presenting with current substance use problems or experiencing homelessness. In this way, the results of pretrial risk assessment tools may provide empirical evidence to support requests for increased resources and funding to address unmet needs through enhanced community treatment services, housing programs, etc.

CONCLUSION
The role of risk assessment tools in pretrial decision-making is heavily debated within the context of bail reform. This critical issue brief does not take a position on the relative policy merits of pretrial risk assessment tools as a mode of bail reform. Instead, our objectives were more limited, but equally important: to provide legal stakeholders with an overview of pretrial risk assessment tools and how they operate; to describe the state of the research on their predictive validity and impact on pretrial decision-making; and to clearly communicate common objections and implementation problems. Future critical issue briefs will more thoroughly address civil rights concerns and critiques of pretrial risk assessment tools, as well as emergent methods and research surrounding machine learning techniques.
ENDNOTES

1 See, for example, the Public Safety Risk Assessment Clearinghouse: https://psrac.bja.ojp.gov/  


6 See supra note 4.  


9 The vast majority of prertrial risk assessment tools have made their content and methods of estimation available to stakeholders and the public at large.  


17 See Shared Statement, supra ("implementation of these tools has not curtailed the continued over-incarceration of people of color pretrial . . . .")  


24 For instance, research conducted in New York City about 20 years ago showed that having a telephone in the residence was associated with lower rates of pretrial failure among defendants. Yet, the fact that households are increasingly abandoning their landline telephones for cell phones suggests that this would no longer be a reliable predictor of pretrial success.  
